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Book Descriptions:

boss br 1600 user manual

Additionally, in order to feel assured that you have gained a good grasp of every feature To use the
BR1600CD, please read this book first. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form
without the written permission of BOSS CORPORATION. No part of this publication may be
reproduced in any form without the written permission of BOSS CORPORATION. Avoid getting
paper clips, coins, What is a CDR disc.Failure to properly and fully insert a disc can result in an
inability to carry out writing correctly. 5. Press disc tray until it is locked in the BR1600CD.
However, in case you initialize your hard disk drive in the BR1600CD, or accidentally erase the User
Loop Phrases, you can recover all of the factoryinstalled Loop Phrases by importing them from this
CDROM. In addition. Note that the INPUT SENS 1 you wish to record. Each time this button is
pressed, the BR1600CD will place a marker at the current position. Use this button to select an
insert effects’ patch p. 74 and to Markers are numbered in sequence from the beginning of the call
up the screen for editing effects settings and the like. HD ACCESS indicator organization of songs,
and the like. This indicator will light up whenever the BR1600CD is 40.With a foot switch and
microphones. Each input can accept two different types connected, you can use it to carry out
remotecontrol of connections—namely, an unbalanced connection using the. The BR1600CD’s This
5pin DIN type connector is used to receive MIDI data playback audio, performance of drum, bass,
Loop Phrase, from other MIDI devices such as rhythm machines and and monitored input will all be
mixed into this output signal. If you want to synchronize the BR1600CD with another MIDI device
using MTC, you will first of all need to set both to the same MTC specification. At the time of
purchase, the number of frames per second will initially be set to 30 non drop on the
BR1600CD.http://farcornerssafaris.com/Uploads/costa-coffee-operations-manual.xml
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This function is extremely out, it should be connected to the BR1600CD at this time.Punch in will be
activated automatically at the beginning. After repeating, confirm the results just recorded. In other
words, V The VTrack screen will appear. Although a name corresponding to the Input Select
automatically placed on the right of the VTrack from Track i.e., Track Name used for a VTrack is
assigned. You can then jump quickly to any registered marker position by simply Positioning a
marker indicating its number. This operation is referred to as Auto Scene. 3. Move the cursor to
“Marker Stop” and select “ON”. In the BR1600CD, edited track data is fig.1502 only temporarily
stored on the hard disk, and unless the corresponding song is saved, it will be lost when the power is
turned off or a new song is loaded. The BR1600CD allows you fig.1505d to move data in this way
using the “FROM” parameter. If a name has been assigned to the selected track, it will The Track
Exchange function allows you to exchange the all be displayed at this time. If you want to add a new
phrase to the middle of a section of audio data, use this function to add a 5. This parameter is used
to specify the start point of the If a name has been assigned to the selected track, it will audio data
to be erased. The Utility Menu screen will appear. fig.1212d What Normalize does The maximum
values for wave data handled in digital recording are predetermined. Use Song Information to
display the following information The Song Information screen will appear. The message “Sure” will
appear. Songs that you have saved on your hard disk can be copied fig.1609d to create new songs.
fig.1605 5. Use this function to erase songs from your hard disk. The message “Erase Song OK” will
appear. fig.1613d fig.1605 5. In certain cases, the amount of hard disk space used to store this
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unneeded audio data may become quite large, and you will not be able to record as much new audio
data as you would expect.http://www.istitutogamma.it/public/costar-9rv-manual.xml

However, you can use the Song Protect function to 3. When you create a new song, the BR1600CD
will automatically name it “SONG 001” or something similar. If all songs are named in Saving your
song Song Save this way, however, it will be difficult to tell them apart. It can add a sense of The
BR1600CD’s Mastering Tool Kit is used during the spaciousness and depth to the sound. In addition,
when this creation of an audio CD to improve the quality of the effect is applied to instruments that
play melodies, it can finished songs by balancing volumes and compression levels. As a result, the
BR1600CD allows you to apply exactly the same effect to stereo sounds that are input on a left and
right 6. If you load another song or turn off the BR1600CD without saving the current song, your
changes will be It is important to remember that the destination patch lost. In addition, the Phaser.
In addition creating standard bass sounds.VOICE TRANSFORMER This is a multieffect designed for
bass. This is a multieffect designed for vocals. It allows you to produce unique effects using a voice
transformer.MIC MODELING 14. LOFI BOX This modifies the sound recorded using a conventional
This allows you to simulate the sound of audio being played dynamic mic, lapel mic, or direct line,
making it sound as on an AM radio, the sound of old records played on an old though it had been
recorded using an expensive condenser fashioned gramophone, and even extreme sound. Their
trademarks are Simulates the sound you would get from a pickup installed on an used solely to
identify equipment whose sound is electricacoustic guitar. You can use it to Mode MONO, STEREO
recreate the sound of a bass guitar while playing an electric Selection for the chorus mode. SLDN
This models a Soldano SLO100. LEADSTK This is a lead sound with high gain. This is a compact
openback speaker 1x12” cabinet with one 12inch speaker.

Increasing the value will emphasize the effect, producing a more With the volume level of the left
and right sides alternately unusual sound.The sound speakers. When the output from the BR1600CD
is connected will be unmusical and lack distinctive pitches.A parametric type is Tremolo is an effect
that creates a cyclic change in volume, adopted for the highmiddle and lowmiddle
range.Alternatively, it is also possible to apply wah in a Wah Type cyclic fashion. Compressors A
compressor is used to smooth out volume fluctuations in the track’s playback, thus making it easier
to hear at all times. The smaller the value set here, the more rapidly compression will be applied.
After recording an doubling effect together with a reverb effect. Accordingly,. PLATE Adjusting the
sound of loop effects Simulates the reverberation of reverb devices using large metal plates that
have been constant favorites in professional studios. For more detailed information regarding the
setting of send levels for each individual input source or track, refer to TIME. Adjusting delay
fig.3403d Use the following procedure Delay Edit to make fine adjustments to the delay sound. Be
sure to set this to having to make two separate recordings. When properly used, the BR1600CD’s
Vocal Tool Box will help to ensure that your vocal tracks will always sound great. In addition, 10
user patches can be to work with.In certain cases, this will reduce the number of incorrect
detections. In certain cases, this will reduce the number of incorrect detections. SP Modeling. This
setting turns the Bass Cut Filter on or off. If you are new to the BR1600CD’s Mastering Tool Kit,
refer first of all to “Adjusting volume and compression for CD writing Mastering Tool Kit”. CURVE
This parameter sets the shape of the volume reduction curve during fadeout. This parameter turns
the equalizer effect on or off. This setting turns the Bass Cut Filter on or off. Depth PAN DEPTH
Release NS REL.Rate FLANGER RATE Release NS REL.

User Loop Phrases and song Loop Phrases can be overwritten. With this, Arrangement mode is
activated, and you will be able to use the BR1600CD’s rhythm arrangement feature. In this mode,
patterns and Loop Phrases arranged to form a rhythm arrangement will provide accompaniment
whenever you start playback. The Track Type Select screen will appear. Flashing fig.20003d Drum
sounds will be played only when the BR1600CD is recording or performing playback. Drum sounds
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will be played even when the BR1600CD is stopped. Although every drum, bass, and Loop Phrase If
this button’s indicator is lit meaning you’re in pattern has its own beat setting, there is also a
Arrangement mode, press PROGRAMMABLE universal beat setting that can be applied to all drum.
This allows you to contained in the BR1600CD at the time of purchase are avoid inadvertently
erasing data you have edited.Note that the tempo set here is used only for checking that the drum
pattern is as required. In other words, this tempo will not be saved with the drum pattern. The
selected item of performance data will be deleted.Swing will be generated in accord with the
specified value. A setting of 100% delays the weak beats by the. In the case of SMFs supporting the
GM, GS, or XG fig.20041d standards, drumtype performance data is generally assigned to MIDI
channel 10. By setting the MIDI channel to 10 in such a case, you can ensure that only the drum
data will be extracted from the SMF. Flashing Bass sounds will be played only when the BR1600CD
is recording or performing playback.Although playback may stop for a period of 1 to 2 seconds when
the bass sound is changed, this is normal and is not the result of a malfunction. You can specify bass
pattern chords as described below to 6. If you wish to store the chord specification, save the hear
how the bass pattern will sound playing different current song p. Practicing before recording QTZ
Rehearsal Moves bass notes to the nearest quarter note.

GATE gate time 10% to 95% When the value is lowered, the more staccato the performance will
become. The performance data will be updated with this new note setting. No swing will be
applied.This name will also be lost if you turn off the BR1600CD before saving. The BR1600CD
supports this type of song creation method and allows you to freely arrange and play Loop Phrases
You should select “LOOP PHRASE” here. The BR1600CD will play the contents of the audio file
Preview.The Loop Phrase screen will appear.The user rhythm arrangements and song rhythm
arrangements contained in the BR1600CD at the time of It is important to remember that whenever
a fixed tempo purchase are empty; you won’t hear anything if you select is set, all tempos previously
set for individual measures one of them. The tempo can be set anywhere within a range of 25.0 to
250.0 BPM. For example, if the root is “D,” performance to notes that match the chord progression.
The fastest of these tempos is the BPM setting of 140.It is a good idea, therefore, to regularly
Copying a rhythm arrangement save rhythm arrangements that you intend to use again. In addition
to setting of a single tempo and beat for an entire rhythm arrangement, the BR1600CD can also set
these 6. Move the cursor to the parameter whose setting you. The Beat Map screen will appear. This
The BR1600CD allows you to back up all of the data on the deselects all data types.When the to
recover.Wait until 10. Move the cursor to the right half of the screen and this indicator stops
flashing and turns off before specify the location of the importdestination. The BR1600CD is ready
for selection of a new track. Here, you cannot specify a track on top of another track that has
already been specified. If you are using CDRW discs, you will be able to erase fig.4128d unneeded
data from the discs and reuse them for data storage. If silence is included at the end of your
finished. You can use the normal procedure for audio CD playback Basic Operation; p.

70 at this time to hear the Important Notice selected song. No synchronization signal will be
transmitted. You will need to match the BR1600CD’s MTC type to that Whereas frames are
continuous with the nondrop used on the external MIDI sequencer. For more information. The
BR1600CD will start to record MIDI timing clock signals. Note that it will not be possible to perform
playback or recording while these signals are being recorded. In addition, it will also not be possible
to play back rhythm 3. This parameter is used to set the BR1600CD’s MMC In this type of setup, the
BR1600CD will act as master for operation mode.Note, however, that if initially assigned to the
BR1600CD’s faders and expression you fail to turn the BR1600CD off in accordance pedal. In
addition, when an insert effects patch is selected on the BR1600CD, the bank and number for that
patch are transmitted from MIDI OUT as Bank Select and Program Change messages. The following
functions can be assigned to VALUE knobs. The BR1600CD allows you to freely modify the clip
numbers assigned to track buttons and the control MIDI message. The playback of recorded VLINK



control operations will start as the BR1600CD begins playback, and the Recording control
operations video device will be controlled automatically. Although you will be able to perform
control operations With VLINK turned on, carry out the following procedure. Drag the WAV or AIFF
file to the computer’s folder and drop it in the folder. 11. Quit the connection to the computer. Drug
the “BR1600CD” icon to the Trash. The USB Import screen will appear. At the time of purchase, a
frequency of 440 Hz is set for A4 in the BR1600CD, and if this is Tuning suitable, there will be no
need to change the setting. These settings for muting will be lost when the BR 1600CD is turned off.
Muting for all tracks will be initially off when the BR1600CD is turned on again.

If for any reason the hard disk can no longer be written to or read from, or if you immediately want
to delete all data from the disk, you can carry out Disk Initialize. Failure to observe this precaution
could considerably reduce the life span of the hard disk or could result in it being permanently
damaged. Action 1 Prepare the waveform file so that it is longer than 0.5 seconds. Marker Memory
Full! Cause The BR1600CD has used up all the events that Cause The BR1600CD has used up all the
marker can be handled by one song.Cause All of the remaining memory was used up during the Sync
Track recording process.This VTrack is marked as the final mastering track so that it may
BR1600CD operations in the various modes are as follows be easily recognized and selected when
the mastered audio is to be written to a music CD later on. When INPUT or BOUNCE is selected
fig.9301 Level Meter Level Meter Pre Fader Post Fader Insert. TRACK TYPE SELECT
button.THRESHOLD. Track Type Select screen.Threshold. For the USA FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE STATEMENT This
equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant
to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form without the
Listening to your audio CD Audio CD Play “Owner’s Manual”. If you want to synchronize the
BR1600CD with another MIDI device using MTC, you will first of all need to set both to the same
MTC specification. At the time of purchase, the number of frames per second will initially be set to
30 non drop on the BR1600CD. Set the polarity switch as shown below. Before making any
connections, make sure. Move the BR1600CD and guitar further apart to eliminate this noise. The
AC adaptor should not be disconnected while data is being saved as this will result in the loss of
recorded audio data and other song contents i.e., mixer settings, effect patch data, etc.. The Utility
screen will appear.

Demo songs are stored on the BR1600CD. Let’s now select one of these songs to listen to. Refer to
the Demo Song List leaflet. fig.0705. Use the following procedure to set the function of the foot
switch. Moves you to the time location 00000000.00. After the BR1600CD has checked the VTracks
currently selected for each track, the current position will jump to the point in the song at which the
last recording was made. Position for playback This function can also be combined with punchin and
punch out to carry out loop recording Owner’s Manual; p. 45. fig.0709f 2,4,5 Move to the song
position from which. Currently selected VTrack not containing The VTrack screen will appear. The
symbol indicating the currently selected VTrack You will now hear the song with the variation that
will move to this new VTrack. In a situation like this, the BR1600CD allows you to temporarily turn
off the audio from specific tracks Track Mute. For example, let’s select USE DRUMS for this
song.This type of output is referred to as an analog signal. If the volume of an analog signal is too
high, unpleasant distortion will occur in the corresponding digital signal;. At the time of purchase,
the BR1600CD’s preset patches P001 to P050 and user patches U001 to U050 will contain the same
effects. BR1600CD is recording or performing playback. The BR1600CD will start playback of the
drum track. Lit Drum sounds will be played even when the BR1600CD is stopped. If you select “U”
or “S” at this time the BR1600CD will not be able to play back a rhythm track. Although you will not
be able to hear the drum pattern during this period, this is normal and is not the result of a
malfunction. Although this section described a playback method where a basic rhythm Drum Pattern
of one or several bars in length was repeated indefinitely, you can also arrange and play back drum



patterns that have been matched to a song structure comprising Intro, Verse, Fill, Bridge, Break,
and End Crash elements in any order.

Use the INPUT LEVEL knob to ensure that the peak display for any level The level meters on the
display change in response to the instrument’s volume.VOCAL The BR1600CD will display a screen
Reverb Send A single knob is displayed for INPUT 2. for adjusting the amount of the audio being
sent from SIMUL each track to the reverb. If the output of to flash. This capability is referred to as
“overdubbing.”. Useful tip for overdubbing When you are making a new recording while listening to
previously recorded tracks, these tracks can drown out the sound of the instrument currently being
played, making it difficult to hear. In addition, sound will become distorted and external audio
devices such as headphones may be damaged. Since each track has its own send level, the degree to
which each track is affected can be easily changed—for example, a lot of reverb can be applied to
vocals, a little reverb can be applied to drums, and so on. VALUE dial to adjust the send level until
you like what you hear. In addition, you can also record from one track to a different track using just
the BR1600CD in a procedure known as “bouncing.”. It is important, therefore, that you save your
songs regularly. Furthermore, if you intend to create an audio CD later on, you must save the
bounced mixdown track at this time. If the power is turned off without saving the song, all newly
recorded audio data, edited data, modified mixer settings, etc. Start playback on the BR1600CD, and
select the patch that gives the best sound for your song. For more information regarding the
modification of Mastering Tool Kit settings, refer to “Modifying Mastering Tool Kit settings Edit”.
When you subsequently use Disc At Once p. 62 to create an audio CD, the BR1600CD will give
priority to the selection of final mastering track for songs that you want to write to the CD. In this
way, album creation and other similar operations can be carried out much more conveniently.

The data recorded in the BR1600CD’s audio track is. Once this process has been completed, you can
proceed to the Move the cursor to the DISC. The data recorded in the BR1600CD’s audio track is
converted into CD format. With the BR1600CD, however, you can use the marker function to set
divisions at the desired points within such an audio track so that it can be written as separate songs.
For more details, refer to “Convenient functions for audio CD creation” Owner’s Manual; p. 216. In
addition to CDR discs, this drive can be used to play back CDRW discs that cannot be played on
standard CD players. Naturally, you will also be able to listen to commercially produced audio CDs
on this drive, and it can even play back audio CDs created using the BR1600CD that have not yet
been finalized. To use the BR1600CD, please read this book first. No part of this publication may be
reproduced in any form without the written permission of BOSS CORPORATION. Stay up to date
with Roland news, artists, promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key features,
functions and operational tips. The Roland Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected to the
latest products, exciting events, and much more. Mixer section with 13 faders, 16 individual
assignable 3band track EQs, and 8 dedicated compressors. Builtin GT6 guitar multieffects processor,
proprietary COSM amplifier, speaker and microphone modeling effects for guitar, bass and vocals.
Separate assignable multieffects group with reverb, delay, chorusing and other modulation effects.
Mastering Toolkit effects section for final EQ, multiband compression and limiting of stereo mix
before burning to internal CDR or external digital recording device. Vocal Toolbox processing with
unique Auto Pitch vocal pitch correction function. Chord Track for instantly vocal harmony creation
by entering desired intervals intervals, Harmony Sequence function for instant background
harmonies based on vocal source track.

Builtin drum sequencer with huge library on internal hard disk of drums and percussion sounds and
loops, separate drum, bass, and loop phrase tracks with autolock sync to sequencer track. Let us
know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear History Not responsible for
typographical or illustrative errors. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine
learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age



of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or
missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product. It did help me start to
understand the unit as to what things did and why. I wished he went into deeper explainations other
then saying mess with it your ears will find the best setting. But after putting a good year into the
unit he was right hes not gonna tell you what sounds best for you. If you think your going to watch it
and blow out recordings like a pro its not likley. True you will have a better understanding and I will
have to say its great to go back to the video to reference things in the begginning. Time and more
time and trying different recording projects will build up your experience with the unit. I am now
working with a sequencer and other midi keyboards and drum machines all sync together with the
unit and its wonderful now. The video bearly touched on any of that stuff. I would suggest buying a
good drum machine that flam and rolls and midi it to the BR the drum sounds. The BR drums sound
great but having more controll over sensitivity and effects help create better drum patterns to play
into unit using BR drums. But time on the unit will get you their and experimenting will get you
better at finding the level of sounds and realizim you want, it also depends on what type of music
your trying to record.

He also does not cover the need for a good sound proof booth to record in how it makes a world of
difference or a very good mic and headphones can make a world of difference. You cant blame the
BR1600 for you not getting great recordings if you dont have the toolls to record. Its putting the
time into trying and experimenting. I took me a good year before I was able to feel confident with
how to produce a good sound and thousands of dollars to get the room setup to record. The guitar
sounds are so so in the unit and I find micing a amp to beat all the programed guitar sounds. So dont
beat yourself up it will take practice to get a good sound and the video only outlines what each thing
does. Some things he breezes over so fast youll find your self rewinding the video to catch it. But
most of the stuff he explains is good. I would say you will need the video to break through the
learning process. The Booklets a bit deep at times with the video it really helps. But in time it all
makes sense if you keep on keeping on it. I am still trying to gain proficiency on this machine. It is a
very, very complex recording device. The pages of both my manuals are worn, dog eared from usage.
I purchased the BR1600 DVD Training Tutorial to aid my failed attempts and frustrations with trying
to master this monster. This DVD compresses all the BR1600 features and functions into 110
minutes. Ive seen the entire DVD three times, and studied selected chapters. The end result is the
DVD is really a complete usage overview, rather than a thorough training course for BR1600
owners. BR1600 features are visually articulated with more emphasis rather than repeated efforts
made to educate the user. Prior education is required before successful handling can be achieved.
The visual overviews and operations will aid your confidence in knowing it is possible to fully
appreciate all the technical marvels offered by the BR1600.Please try again later. James Greene 3.

0 out of 5 stars I am still trying to gain proficiency on this machine. The visual overviews and
operations will aid your confidence in knowing it is possible to fully appreciate all the technical
marvels offered by the BR1600.Please try again later. Please try again later. Ed D 4.0 out of 5 stars
So the video was what to get. It did help me start to understand the unit as to what things did and
why. But in time it all makes sense if you keep on keeping on it.Please try again later. Please try
again later. Eric Calloway 5.0 out of 5 stars Finally got it. Just what I expected, a great visual guide.
Ive gotten one for the dr880 as well and its just as good. Most people complain that he moves to fast
and he does but all the info is there. I have yet to get the BR 1600 in the mail but ot seems like a
beast. If you do decide to purchace one, just know that its basically a DAW. So theres some severe
depth.Please try again later. Please try again later. Randall Bragg 4.0 out of 5 stars Learned a lot
and easy to follow step by step methodology.Please try again later. Please try again later. Stratcat58
5.0 out of 5 stars I cant stress this enough.Please try again later. Please try again later. mjbarney 5.0
out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. James Wayne 5.0 out of 5 stars A huge



bummer!Please try again later. Please try again later. Saucy Jack 4.0 out of 5 stars Thanks for
making these great tutorial videos. Saucyjack; CanadaPlease try again later. Please try again later.
S. Batson 5.0 out of 5 stars I already had some experience with home 4 track cassette recorders and
previously owned a BR8 also by Roland I was not too thrilled at the price of this DVD, but after
reading about it in a Yahoo group for BR1600 users I figured Id get one. I have learned alot of new
tricks and tips from this video. The narrator of the video is the demonstrator and he is very good
with this thing.

After watching this video I now have a better understanding of the unit and can program it much
better.Overall useful to beginners and experienced users alike !! Scot Boston, MAPlease try again
later. Please try again later. RB 5.0 out of 5 stars Price was lower than other vendors and shipping
was very reasonable. Delivery was alot quicker than I expected. Product was laid out with a detailed
index for easy to find subjects. I look forward to using this DVD to further my knowledge of the
BR1600.Please try again later. Please try again later. Loop effects Arming Tracks Setting up a click
track Recording our 1st track Overdubbing Punching In Repeat AB Using V Tracks Setting up
Phantom power Storing your song. Microscope I would recommend it to anyone. G G. BR1600
Refresher Ive owned a Boss BR1600 multitrack recorder for years and have relied on the user
manual to navigate through the various menus and features. Not until I ran across Davids tutorial
recently did I have a way of quickly refreshing my memory on all the functions within the recorder. I
have purchased a number of products from ProAudioEXP over the years and all have been
informative and easy to follow. So the video was what to get. After putting a good year into the unit
he was right hes not gonna tell you what sounds best for you.If you think your going to watch it and
blow out recordings like a pro its not likley. The BR drums sound great but having more controll
over sensitivity and effects help create better drum patterns to play into unit using BR drums. But
time on the unit will get you their and experimenting will get you better at finding the level of
sounds and realizim you want, it also depends on what type of music your trying to record.Its putting
the time into trying and experimenting. I took me a good year before I was able to feel confident
with how to produce a good sound and thousands of dollars to get the room setup to record.


